Abstract. We provide informal psychophysical support for a strategy where bottom^up features guide attention toward a target, and the top^down path interprets hypothetical shapes at the target location öas opposed to a dominant top^down approach. In our survey, for which we used the familiar picture of a Dalmatian dog against a dappled background, (i) 75% of subjects initially found a bulging body which overlaps that of the dog, but final`top^down' percepts were unexpected: nearly all subjects assigned an incorrect head and limbs to the body; (ii) after random rotation of texture elements overlapping computed features only 45% of subjects reported a bulging body, with a few adding limbs etc. The picture of the Dalmatian dog must therefore contain many bottom^up featuresöa top^down strategy may find`incorrect' targets at correct target locations. Computational support for these claims is more easily constructed than one may expect. We could compute at least two bottom^up features, both useful in 3-D surface interpolation from 2-D scenes, which yielded significant values at the location of the Dalmatian dog: anisotropic texture compression and affine texture distortion cues. We therefore conclude that the role of top^down processing is overstated in a traditional example such as the Dalmatian dog picture.
(a) (b) Figure 1 . The well-known picture of the hidden Dalmatian (a), and the same image with texture blobs on the dog's body rotated randomly around their geometrical centres of gravity (b).
memory, advanced view-based recognition, and other forms of classification seem to provide more plausible and suitable solutions to this kind of problem. But look at the Dalmatian again, especially through the eyes of the naive observer. What are the chances of finding the dog, and what kinds of mistakes are typically made when looking at this image for the first time? Does this image contain significant bottom^up features?
If one can obtain bottom^up features which signify the location of the Dalmatian, however, it would strongly suggest in some cases that previous requirements placed on the 2Ã Ä -D sketch have not been strict enough. It would further stress the difference between localisation and identification of targets, leading to a clearer interpretation of bottom^up and top^down strategies.
The primal sketch and 2Ã Ä -D sketch proposed by Marr (1982) remains a remarkable proposition for a mostly bottom^up pathway in vision. His primal sketch includes primitive features, such as oriented line segments and texture gradients analogous to simple-cell and complex-cell responses in primate visual cortex, and higher primitive features, like the grouping of texture elements which depends on local rules of spacing between neighbouring image elementsöwhile the 2Ã Ä -D sketch is a reconstructed surface of the visual scene, such as surface from shading, surface from texture, etc, based on various primal-sketch features. In fact, Koenderink et al (1992) have found compelling psychophysical evidence for the existence of surface representations.
We want to demonstrate that at least one or two bottom^up, 2Ã Ä -D sketch features can be computed to locate the Dalmatian. The motivation for this is to show that Marr does not need to exclude detection of the Dalmatian from the bottom^up tasks ascribed to the 2Ã Ä -D sketch. We present here the results of a survey for which the classical picture of a Dalmatian has been used as a test image. We will show that initial percepts of naive subjects were strongly guided by a bottom^up strategy. Their final percepts, which reflect the influence of top^down processing, were unexpected, showing that a top^down strategy is not reliable in finding the hidden Dalmatian. The effect of changing one possible bottom^up feature is also investigated.
We were able to compute at least two bottom^up features (both strongly related to surface interpolation) which corresponded to the rough location of the target Dalmatian, (1) suggesting that the role of a top^down approach in some difficult cases such as the hidden Dalmatian may be overstated. Finding the Dalmatian computationally must therefore be closely associated with the 2Ã Ä -D sketch of Marr. This may be helpful in clarifying the requirements placed on bottom^up and top^down strategies. Without further clarification, the solution of difficult problems such as the hidden Dalmatian may remain in the realm of vaguely defined top^down processes.
The next sections present our survey results and explain how we computed two kinds of bottom^up features which overlap with the Dalmatian.
2 Clues about human vision from perception in the picture of the Dalmatian A survey was undertaken to establish whether human subjects use a bottom^up strategy for the Dalmatian image or not. We specifically wanted to see which steps subjects used to find the dog and what they finally perceived. The influence of changing these features was also investigated.
(1) Application of the generalised Hough transform (Ballard 1981) to the picture of the Dalmatian leads to a peak response which overlaps with the dog. It has not been proven, however, that texture elements of the dog actually cause the response: the latter may be due to nearby objects in the image that enclose the region around the dog. This method is therefore not given further consideration here.
Twelve subjects (average age 28 years) completely naive with respect to the Dalmatian image were given unlimited time to report what they saw in the image. First, all twelve subjects reported seeing a flat, tilted surface looking like ground or snow-covered ground. Except for two subjects who failed to see anything besides a snowy landscape, most subjects swiftly reported that they could also see a dark circular rim, something like a tree trunk in the left upper corner of the image and ten out of twelve reported seeing a blob-like bulge in the middle of the image. The location of the reported bulge roughly overlapped with that of the body of the Dalmatian dog. Most subjects described what they saw as a`body', and when asked to outline the shape of the body with their hands, all of them indicated a roughly spherical surface, convex towards the viewer. From here on, their percepts were more diverse. Instead of finding the correct Dalmatian, eight out of twelve subjects reported seeing an animal either facing the other way round or with a completely unexpected head, as shown in figures 2a through 2h. In these cases our subjects also reported that the figure doesn't look exactly`right'. Only one out of twelve subjects saw the correct Dalmatian dog, and one other subject saw a bird, overlapping with only a small portion of the Dalmatian dog. What all the reported body'-like objects had in common was that they roughly overlapped with the body of the Dalmatian, and only the heads and the directions of limbs significantly differed.
As shown later, manipulating certain elements in the picture of the Dalmatian reduced the ability of nine other naive subjects to see a bulging body at the location of the Dalmatian, but five out of nine assigned a body at the correct location when presented with the original image. Combining the two test conditions, with altogether twenty-one naive subjects, fourteen subjects reported seeing a body which overlapped with that of the hidden Dalmatian, but thirteen subjects assigned incorrect heads and limbs to it. Only one in twenty-one subjects found the Dalmatian! 3 Two possible bottom^up cues for target finding Consider figure 1a. There are various clues available by which this scene can be interpreted. The contours implied by occlusion of certain blobs can be very useful in delineating the overall shape of the Dalmatian, especially around the back and some of the limbs. A roughly flat plane slanting horizontally away from the viewer is visible, this being due to the roughly horizontal texture marking the horizontal ground surface, or lawn. Similarly, the texture dots on the dog give its body the appearance of a bulging surface, while the shading from the underside of its neck and belly and on its limbs further enhances the bulging effect. Are these cues obtained by top^down processing, or can they be obtained in a bottom^up manner?
Although models for contour interpolation already exist (eg Grossberg and Todorovic1 988; Heitger and von der Heydt 1993) they may find only limited parts of the bounding contour of the Dalmatian. We opted instead to show that at least two other features which could lead us to the Dalmatian can be computed in a bottom^up manner.
Texture compression and texture gradients
Texture gradients (Gibson 1950) and anisotropic texture compression (eg Stevens 1981) are known to lead to percepts of depth in visual scenes. Anisotropic texture compression can be computed by first obtaining texture densities (the density of oriented image contours) and then subtracting density in different orientations from each other to see where texture biases (ie compression) occur. Incidentally, Sakai and Finkel (1995) also use the density of oriented image contours: their model interpolates between these densities to construct a 3-D surface of the input image.
Texture density features of the Dalmatian image have been computed here in two steps. First, simple-cell-like filters over eight orientations were used to extract oriented contours. Simple-cell filters were approximated by an oriented 2-D sine or cosine combined with an
(g) (h) Figure 2 . Instead of finding the Dalmatian, subjects report a wide range of different animals with the head often having distorted dimensions, and placed on unexpected sides of the body. Interestingly, the body still overlaps with that of the Dalmatian. Some of the more often reported figures were, from top to bottom, (a) a hulkish lion cub, (b) a dog with a tiny head, (c) a funny bear, (d) a cow with a big head, (e) a jogger stretching out, (f ) an iguana, and (g), (h), two strange elephants.
oriented Gaussian hat (elongated along the main axis of each orientation with an aspect ratio of 3 X 1), similar to that used by Daugman (1989) . Second, rectified simple-cell outputs were summed by complex-cell-like filters (approximated by oriented Gaussian hats four times the diameter of simple-cell filters) to give contour densities. (2) Image regions where textures are compressed are revealed by subtracting orientation densities from each other. Neighbouring orientations (y AE 22X58) have been summed, and orthogonal orientations (y AE 908) subtracted. Figures 3b and 3c show the resultant texture densities in the AE22X58 range around the horizontal and around the vertical orientations, respectively. It is clear from figure 3b that vertically compressed textures dominate in the region of the slanted horizontal plane in the Dalmatian image. A model for 3-D surface interpolation from contour densities, such as that of Sakai and Finkel (1995) should therefore be able to roughly reconstruct the region surrounding the Dalmatian. Surprising, though, is the clear dominance of horizontally compressed textures inside the body region of the Dalmatian ( figure 3a) . This is in agreement with the fact that the dog can be roughly approximated as a local vertical plane tilted away from the viewer, and the model of Sakai and Finkel (1995) should again be able to roughly interpolate an appropriate 3-D surface for this image region.
(2) Note that this approach is used not only by Sakai and Finkel (1995) for 3-D surface interpolation from texture, but also by Rubenstein and Sagi (1990) for texture segmentation and explaining texture segregation asymmetry. 3.2 An affine measure for texture deformation Rosenholtz and Malik (1997) concluded that humans must use affine measures of texture deformation to reconstruct 3-D surfaces from 2-D textures. If, for example, the deformation of a great number of texture blobs on a bulging body such as that of the Dalmatian can be described by a common affine measure, the 3-D surface of the body can be interpolated from the slants and tilts predicted by the affine measure for each texture blob. Not all texture blobs would fulfill this condition. An occluded blob, for example, will not be useful in surface interpolation (but at least may be useful in other bottom^up computations such as boundary contour completion). Construction of affine measures is complicated, and we have adopted an approximate measure: the orientations of principal axes of texture blobs. Where texture blobs are smoothly deformed, we expect principal axes to reflect the average orientation of the blob or, at worst, to break up in only a few parts which follow the orientation of major blob segments. Smoothness in principal-axis orientations then gives us an idea where a surface is smoothly deformed. The inflated box on the right above figure 4b shows how computed principal axes line up either with the average orientation of a texture blob or with its deformed subparts.
Principal axes were computed in two steps. First, medial axes of dark texture blobs in figure 4a were extracted. Medial axes (Blum 1973) were obtained (inflated box on the left above figure 4b) via a model that is actually used for image segmentation Ejima 1998, 2000) . A discussion of its significance in vision is beyond the scope of this paper, although there is growing evidence, both psychophysical (Kova¨cs et al 1998) and neurophysiological (Lee et al 1998) , that our vision is seriously concerned with medial axes.
Second, orientations of medial axes were computed, and weighted local maxima over all orientations used as principal axes (shown in the inflated box above figure 4b) .
Next a smoothness constraint was imposed on the change in orientation of principal axes in neighbouring texture blobs, to evaluate their similarity: the smaller the change in orientation, the greater the probability that the corresponding two texture blobs originate from the same interpolatory surface. In simulation results, texture blobs satisfying this constraint were linked with black lines; for example see figure 4c. More specifically, blobs were linked if (i) they shared a local neighbourhood, and (ii) their dominant axes differed in orientation by no more than 22.58. Resultant linked sets between 458 and À458 around the horizontal (figure 4c) and between 458 and À458 around the vertical (figure 4d) are shown. Surface interpolation between elements in figure 4c would clearly cover the area of the slanted horizontal`lawn', whereas figure 4d would mainly cover the bulging body of the Dalmatian. However, many texture blobs are occluded and may carry misleading principal axes for interpolation. Smoothness in the change of the orientation of the principal axes nevertheless yielded a connected set of texture elements which effectively covered the bulk of the Dalmatian's body, probably because highly deformed or occluded texture blobs tend to occur more around discontinuities in surfaces than over approximately smooth, continuous surface regions.
Manipulating texture blobs on the Dalmatian
As a test of the importance of orientation of texture elements on the body of the Dalmatian, various texture blobs (see figure 1b) within the region of the body of the Dalmatian were randomly rotated around their geometric centres of gravity. Theoretically, these rotations would disturb the orientation densities of figures 3b and 3c, and also disturb the affine measures of texture deformation shown in figures 4c and 4d. With the Dalmatian image presented to a different group of nine naive subjects, only four indicated that there is`something' in the region of the Dalmatian.
When asked to outline the shape of the body with their hands, these subjects indicated a flat surface (reported to be a wall, a stone, a hedge, and even a slightly concave frozen wave in each case). The remaining five subjects reported an outward stretching snowy landscape. Upon seeing the usual Dalmatian image after the initial trial, two subjects failed to see anything but a cluttered landscape, two reported seeing`bumps' at the location of the body of the Dalmatian, and five reported seeing`bodies' which overlapped with that of the Dalmatian. All five of the latter subjects assigned incorrect heads and limbs to the Dalmatian. Hence the number of subjects in this group who could see a bulging, convex body at the correct location went up from 45% with rotated elements to 78% in the normal condition. 
Discussion and conclusions
The fact that 75% of the subjects responded to roughly the same animal body, while only later assigning to it such extraordinary and unexpected heads and limbs, sheds light on which cues in the Dalmatian attract attention. The fact that subjects seemed to easily grasp the convex shape of the Dalmatian's body without knowing what the hidden target is, indicates that surface interpolation from texture elements is an important bottom^up feature, constructed before target identity becomes known. This bottom^up signal is probably crucial for leading attention towards the target, upon which various top^down hypotheses are tested and the most likely, depending on the context, is selected. Although our survey was very informal, more rigorous psychophysical methodologies (3) can be applied to investigate more carefully how subjects perceive the surface on and around the Dalmatian.
Difficulty in finding the target at all when its texture elements are randomly oriented further subserves this conclusion. Only 45% of the subjects still located the blob-like body, with poor final percepts. Deletion of crucial surface-interpolation features explains the deterioration in target detection, because the detection rate in naive subjects improves from 45% to 78% when rotated texture elements are replaced with the originals.
As shown in section 3, at least two bottom^up features which correspond rather well to the location of the target dog can be computed, on the basis of surface interpolation both from texture compression and affine measures of texture deformation.
The fact that at least two kinds of features corresponding to the bulk of the Dalmatian could be found through fairly straightforward computational methods is not intended as an explanation of how the visual system manages to find the hidden Dalmatian. Nor is it the statement that these two specific bottom^up features are the crux of bottom^up processing. It is also not intended as a dismissal of the importance of top^down strategies in our final percepts. Texture compression and affine measures were used in this paper to show that even in some problematic cases relatively simple mechanisms, closely linked to surface interpolation, may serve as significant clues by which attention and sophisticated higher visual mechanisms are guided towards visual targets.
We suggest that the 2Ã Ä -D sketch of Marr should ideally include features which could even lead to the detection of some difficult targets. The assigned role of top^down processing in a traditional example such as the Dalmatian is therefore overstated: bottom^up features guide top^down mechanisms to the location of targets, while top^down mechanisms identify targets via hypotheses of shape at these locations.
With the above in mind we conclude that the Dalmatian image must have various bottom^up clues which guide our attention towards the dog. Even then the topd own pathway may fail, with the right body used to find the wrong head. Our subjects who failed to see the right dog could nevertheless report that the animals they saw somehow did not look`right'. This has deeper philosophical implications for our understanding of top^down processing.
